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1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) account 
for 45% of all deaths, and are the 
main cause of death for men in all but 
12 countries of Europe.[1,2] The treatment 
of patients suffering from CVDs includes 
lifestyle adaptations (such as quitting 
smoking and dietary changes), medica-
tion for the reduction of low-density lipo-
protein cholesterol, cardiac rehabilitation, 
and surgical interventions (e.g., coronary 
artery bypass grafting), percutaneous 
coronary intervention, and the placement 
of electronic pacemakers or ventricular 
assist devices (VADs).[3] VADs are electro-
mechanical devices for cardiac circulation, 
which are used to partially or fully replace 
the function of a failing heart.[4] Over the 
last decades, VADs have established them-
selves as lifesaving treatment option for 
patients with refractory heart failure, with 
a two-year survival rate of 70%.[5] The Food 
and Drug Administrations has approved 

Continuous-flow ventricular assist devices (VADs) have established them-
selves as a lifesaving therapy option in patients with severe cardiovascular 
disease. Unfortunately, complications with VADs resulting from the shear-
induced formation of surface blood clots are common. In the current work, 
an antifouling coating based on the combination of mussel-inspired dendritic 
polyglycerol (MI-dPG) and linear polyglycerol (lPG) is tested for its cell-
repelling properties, biocompatibility, and complement activating properties. 
Furthermore, the adhesion and activation of blood platelets are tested under 
static and flow conditions. The adhesion and proliferation of two cell types are 
studied by means of LIVE/DEAD cell staining, and it is clearly observed that 
the lPG-functionalized MI-dPG coating prevents cell adhesion. Additionally, no 
cell mortality is observed on all substrates, indicating the biocompatibility of 
the tested coatings. All coatings show lower (or equal) complement-activating 
properties than bare titanium, which is considered a highly biocompatible 
material. Most importantly, the lPG-functionalized system prevents the adhe-
sion and activation of blood platelets under static and flow conditions. Finally, 
a prototype VAD is successfully coated with MI-dPG under flow conditions. In 
the current study, the efficient lPG-functionalization of the MI-dPG coating is 
proved to obtain cell- and platelet-repelling surfaces.
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the use of continuous-flow VAD systems.[6] However, the use 
of these systems has its shortcomings: as a result of unspecific 
protein adhesion and high wall shear rates, the formation of 
surface blood clots in VADs is common (Figure 1).[7] The release 
of these blood clots into the bloodstream constitutes a major 
risk, as the clots might occlude arteries, effectively blocking 
the supply of nutrition and oxygen to the downstream tissue. 
Additionally, the formation of surface blood clots hinders the 
effectiveness of the VAD system, leading to repeated invasive 
surgical interventions to clean or fully replace the VAD (i.e., in 
case of intracorporeal systems). Therefore, the development of 
durable blood-contacting materials for the prevention of surface 
blood clots is of major interest for VAD patients.

Commonly, titanium (Ti) (covered with a natural layer of 
titanium dioxide (TiO2)) and its alloys are used for the produc-
tion of VADs, resulting from the excellent biocompatibility and 
low costs of these materials.[8] However, the application of these 
materials is far from ideal with respect to their hemocompa-
tibility. Additionally, it seems that the potential for alternative 
hemocompatible bulk biomaterials has been largely explored.[8] 
Consequently, scientists have shifted their attention towards 
surface coatings and surface engineering for the reduction of 
biomaterial-induced thrombosis. A wide variety of antithrom-
bogenic coating materials has been developed, and the use of 
coatings has proven itself as a useful strategy for the reduction 
of biomaterial-induced thrombosis in VADs. In general, VAD 
coatings can be divided into bioactive coatings and inorganic/
organic bioinert coatings.[8,9,10] Alternatively, the use of endothe-
lial cell linings for the reduction of biomaterial-induced throm-
bosis has also been investigated.[11]

The immobilization of the bioactive anticoagulant heparin 
(i.e., an active biomolecule) has been widely reported in scien-
tific literature,[14] and the use of this tactic has led to a variety of 
commercial systems, such as the CARMEDA BioActive Surface 
(W.L. Gore & Associates) and the Hepamed Heparin Coating 
(Medtronic plc).[15] When inorganic bioinert coatings are dis-
cussed, titanium nitride coatings and diamond like carbon 
coatings are often considered as the current standard.[8] An 
alternative to bioactive antithrombogenic coatings and inorganic 
bioinert coatings are polymeric antifouling surfaces,[16] which 
effectively prevent the initial adhesion of circulatory proteins 
and cells, thus lowering the inherent thrombogenicity of the 
surface. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) has classically been applied 
as antifouling polymer,[17] but suffers from issues considering 
instability upon heating in air, and immunological recogni-
tion upon repeated exposure.[18] Additionally, a publication by 
Kizhakkedathu and co-workers showed that high molecular 
weight PEG may induce severe red blood cell aggregation, cell 
toxicity, and dose dependent activation of the blood coagulation, 
platelets, and complement system.[19] Therefore, there is a need 
for the development of novel polymeric materials which exhibit 
similar or superior antifouling properties as PEGylated sur-
face, while showing higher thermal stability, oxidative stability, 
and biocompatibility under physiological conditions. Recently, 
polyglycerol has emerged as an alternative to PEG with higher 
oxidative stability and hemocompatibility.[19,20]

Polymeric substances can be linked to the surface of blood 
contacting materials via a wide variety of methods. Traditio-
nally, thiol and siloxane chemistries are applied to modify noble 
metals and hydroxylated surfaces,[21] respectively. Alternatively, 

Figure 1. A) The INCOR continuous-flow VAD system by Berlin Heart GmbH, which reaches rotation numbers between 5000–10 000 rotations min−1 
(2–9 l min−1), leading to shear strain rates up to maximum 200 000 1 s−1. The production of this specific model of VAD was terminated at the end of 
2018. Image kindly provided by Berlin Heart GmbH. B) Examples of thrombosis in the HeartMate II VAD system by Abbott Laboratories (Abbott Park, 
Illinois, USA). The top image shows a pure fibrin clot resulting from high shear. The bottom images show a fibrin and blood clot (often observed at 
areas with lower wall shear stress). Reproduced with permission.[12] Copyright 2014, Elsevier. C) An in silico modulation of the shear-rates within the 
HeartMate II VAD.[13] The red areas represent the areas with high shear, whereas the yellow, green, and blue areas represent the areas with lower wall 
shear-stress. The blue part on the left of the image represents a flow straightener.[13] The image clearly illustrates the wide variety of shear rates in 
continuous-flow VAD systems. Reproduced with permission.[13] Copyright 2016, Nature Research.
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methods such as Langmuir–Blodgett deposition,[22] layer-
by-layer assembly,[23] irradiation-mediated grafting,[24] and 
electrostatic or hydrophobic adsorption can be utilized for the 
effective immobilization of functional polymers on a surface.[25] 
However, most of these methods require specific chemical and/
or physical properties of the substrate or the use of complex 
machinery, thus limiting their application. Therefore, there is a 
need for novel facile coating methods that can extend the appli-
cation of polymeric coatings to the blood-contacting materials 
that are hard to modify with the current methods.

An interesting alternative for the surface immobilization 
of polymeric substances is the use of mussel-inspired sur-
face chemistry. Mussels can adhere to virtually every type of 
substrate, including substrates that are classically defined as 
nonadhesive (e.g., perfluorinated surfaces).[26] Mussels tether 
themselves to the surface via so-called byssal threads. At the end 
of these byssal threads, a mixture of mussel foot proteins (mfps) 
is excreted in the form of an adhesive plaque (Figure 2).[26] This 
adhesive plaque effectively glues the byssal thread to the sub-
strate, hereby fixating the mussel to the surface (even under wet  
conditions). A publication by Waite et  al. showed the high 
prevalence of lysine- and 3,4-di-hydroxy-phenylalanine 
(DOPA) amino acids in the mfps that are excreted close to the 

plaque–substrate interface (i.e., mainly mfp-3 and mfp-5).[26] 
DOPA and lysine amino acids contain amine- and catechol-
functional groups, respectively. Consequently, Waite et  al. 
hypothesized the importance of the catechol functional group 
in the substrate-independent adhesion characteristics of mfp-3 
and −5.[27] Later works showed the surface-binding of catechol 
functional groups via a broad range of reversible noncovalent 
interactions, including the formation of hydrogen bonds, π−π 
stacking, and the formation of strong but reversible complexes 
with metal oxides (Figure  2).[28] The tethering of catechols to 
metal oxides via the formation of complex structures was found 
to be exceptionally strong for Ti substrates (≈800 pN).[29] The 
oxidation of catechols leads to the formation of o-quinones, 
which readily react with nucleophiles such as amines and/or 
thiols to give the respective Michael adducts or Schiff bases. 
Therefore, the presence of surface-bound amines or thiols leads 
to the irreversible binding of catechols via the formation of 
covalent bonds.[28,29]

In 2007, Messersmith and co-workers hypothesized that the 
coexistence of the amine- and catechol-functional groups might 
contribute to the rapid adhesion of mussels to the substrate.[30] 
Therefore, they selected dopamine as a small molecule 
containing both functionalities. When dopamine-containing 

Figure 2. A) Adhesion of Mytilus edulis via multiple byssal threads. The enlargement on the right shows the adhesive plaque (the white structure) in 
more detail. B) Schematic representation of the protein sequence of adhesion-mediating mfp-5 of Mytilus edulis (Y = DOPA, K = Lysine, S = Serine, and 
G = Glycine). Reproduced with permission.[26] Copyright 2017, The Company of Biologists Ltd. C) Catechols can adhere to a wide variety of substrates 
via the formation of I) hydrogen-bonds, II) π–π stacking, III) the formation of complex-structures, and IV) the formation of Michael adducts.[28] D) A 
summary of the proposed mechanisms for the formation of PDA. For a detailed review on the polymerization of dopamine, the reader is referred to 
the cited literature. Adapted with permission.[33,34] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society; and Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH, respectively.
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solutions were buffered to a slightly basic pH (as commonly 
found in marine environments) the spontaneous formation of 
polydopamine (PDA) coatings was observed (Figure 2).[30] The 
PDA coatings were found to form on a wide variety of sub-
strates, independently from the physical or chemical proper-
ties of the surfaces.[30] Furthermore, the covalent introduction 
of amine- or thiol-terminated methoxy-(polyethylene glycol) to 
these PDA coatings led to the creation of fouling-resistant sur-
faces.[30] Since Messersmith’s initial work, the PDA coating has 
gained wide interest in the biomedical field (e.g., as a platform 
for bone and tissue engineering, drug delivery, antimicrobial 

activity, and patterned cell adhesion).[31] However, the initial 
method for the formation of PDA suffered from slow coating 
formation and limited coating thickness. Additionally, the PDA 
coating appears dark brown/black, making it unsuitable for  
various optical applications.[30]

In 2014, Wei et al. developed mussel-inspired dendritic poly-
glycerol (MI-dPG) (Figure  3), which did not only contain the 
functional groups that are commonly found in mfps, but also 
mimicked the size and molecular weight of the mfps.[35] Subse-
quent polymerization of MI-dPG under slightly alkalic oxidizing 
conditions led to the rapid formation of substrate-independent 

Figure 3. A) The molecular structure of MI-dPG. The shown structure is an idealized molecular structure; the amount of the glycerol monomers in the 
core (in black) varies with the size of the polymer. The dPG-core size used in this work: Mn: 12 kDa and PDI: 1.3. Furthermore, the dPG-core shows 
up to 60% of branching.[39] B) The proposed coordination for the binding of the catechol moieties to the TiO2-surface.[40] C) The molecular structure 
of lPG-b-OA11 and HO–PEG–NH2. D) Catechols readily react with amine- (and/or thiol-) functionalized polymers, giving the Schiff-base and Michael 
addition products. Via the depicted chemistry, the MI-dPG coating was crosslinked and post-functionalized with lPG-b-OA11 or HO–PEG–NH2 to give 
surfaces 2 or 3, respectively. E) A schematic display of the functional surfaces 1, 2, and 3.
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coatings with controllable coating thicknesses and rough-
ness (thickness up to 4  µm after 4 h of coating). Additionally, 
the coating appeared transparent to white, depending on the 
total thickness of the coating.[35] Earlier projects by our group 
showed the facile postfunctionalization of the MI-dPG coating 
with nanoparticles and acyl chlorides, for the introduction of 
tailored surface properties.[36] In the current work, TiO2 was 
especially of interest as it is commonly found as the blood con-
tacting material in the interior of VADs.[8] We recently demon-
strated the successful formation of highly stable antifouling 
(i.e., protein and cell repelling) coatings via the introduction of 
an oligo amine-functionalized block-copolymer of linear polyg-
lycerol (lPG-b-OA11, OA = oligo amine) to MI-dPG-coated TiO2 
substrates (Figure 3).[37] It was hypothesized that the application 
of such an antifouling coating could prevent the primary adhe-
sion of protein from the bloodstream to TiO2. Consequently, 
the adhesion and subsequent activation of blood platelets 
could potentially be prevented. Therefore, the application of 
an lPG-functionalized MI-dPG coating in VAD systems could 
potentially lower the risk of shear- and biomaterial-induced 
thrombosis.

The current study is a follow-up work of an earlier project 
by our group, which showed the facile formation, high sta-
bility, and antifouling properties of lPG-b-OA11-functionalized 
MI-dPG on TiO2 (Figure 3).[37] The aim of the current work was 
to investigate the applicability of this antifouling coating with 
respect to reduce shear- and biomaterial-induced thrombosis on 
medically relevant TiO2. The lPG-b-OA11-functionalized coating 
was compared to a control system, in which the MI-dPG coating 
was functionalized with an amine-terminated hydroxy-poly-
ethylene glycol (HO–PEG–NH2). Both linear polymers were of 
similar molecular weight (≈10 kDa), but varied in the amount 
of surface binding groups (i.e., multivalent surface binding via 
multiple amine groups for lPG-b-OA11 vs monovalent binding 
via a single amine group for HO–PEG–NH2) (Figure  3).[37] 
Initially, the cytotoxicity of the relevant polymers was investi-
gated towards two cell types. Subsequently, the proliferation, 
adhesion, and viability of these cells were investigated on bare 
TiO2 substrate, the MI-dPG coating, and the MI-dPG coating 
postfunctionalized with lPG-b-OA11 or HO–PEG–NH2. Next, the 
complement activating properties of the various coatings were 
studied. Most importantly, the adhesion and activation of blood 
platelets were studied on the various substrates under static and 
flow conditions. Finally, the applicability of MI-dPG as a coating 
material for VADs was investigated. A prototype VAD system 
was coated with MI-dPG under flow conditions, and subse-
quently the coating was visualized via the immobilization of a 
commercially available amine-functionalized fluorophore.

2. Results and Discussion

The investigated coatings consisted of MI-dPG (surface 1) post-
functionalized with either lPG-b-OA11 (surface 2) or HO–PEG–
NH2 (surface 3) (Figure 3). As substrate material, glass coated with 
a transparent TiO2-layer (≈30 nm) was utilized (see Section S1.2.  
in the Supporting Information). The MI-dPG and lPG-b-OA11 
polymers were synthesized according to methods that were 
published earlier by our group.[37] In brief, MI-dPG was 

synthesized in a four step synthesis, starting from dendritic 
polyglycerol (dPG). First, 100% of the hydroxyl functional groups 
of the dPG scaffold were transformed to amines via mesyla-
tion, azidation, and subsequent reduction of the azide groups. 
Next, 40% of these amines were functionalized with catechols 
(Figure  3).[36a] Under basic oxidizing conditions, the MI-dPG 
polymer can undergo crosslinking reactions via the formation 
of Michael adducts or Schiff bases between the amine- and 
catechol-functional groups of adjacent MI-dPG polymers. A 
previous study by our group showed that the polymerization of 
MI-dPG leads to the formation of aggregates in solution, which 
form the MI-dPG coating via a precipitation and aggregation 
mechanism.[36a] The binding of the MI-dPG coating to the sub-
strate occurs through the versatile binding properties of its cat-
echol moieties (Figures  2 and  3). Another study of our group 
has shown the effective formation of MI-dPG coatings on a 
broad range of substrates.[35] The lPG-b-OA11 block-copolymer 
was synthesized in a three-step synthesis, starting with the syn-
thesis of a block-copolymer of ethoxyethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE) 
and allyl glycidyl ether (AGE), utilizing a modified version 
of a method that was earlier published by Gervais et  al.[37,38] 
Subsequently, the EEGE-b-AGE block-copolymer was acetal 
deprotected, transforming the EEGE-block to lPG. Finally, the 
lPG-b-AGE polymer was functionalized with amine-functional 
groups, giving the lPG-b-OA11 block-copolymer (Figure  3).[37] 
lPG-b-OA11 was subsequently immobilized on the MI-dPG 
coating utilizing a straight-forward dip-coating procedure 
under basic oxidizing conditions (i.e., lPG-b-OA11 was bound to 
the MI-dPG coating via the formation of Michael adducts and 
Schiff bases).[37] In addition, a PEG-based control coating was 
established by incubating the MI-dPG coating with a solution 
of commercially available HO–PEG–NH2 (Figure  3).[37] For a 
more detailed description of the synthesis of the lPG-b-OA11 
and MI-dPG polymers, the formation/stability of the various 
coatings, and the antifouling characteristics of the lPG-b-OA11 
functionalized MI-dPG coating, the reader is referred to the 
cited literature.[37]

3. Cell Adhesion and Proliferation Tests

The proliferation and adhesion of human alveolar basal epithe-
lial carcinoma cells (A549) and chicken fibroblast cells (DF-1) 
was investigated on the various coatings, in order to assess the 
biocompatibility of the substrates to a broad range of cell types. 
The proliferation of (for the VAD-system more relevant) human 
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) on bare TiO2 and 
surfaces 1, 2, and 3 was studied in detail in an earlier project 
of our group.[37] It is important to notice that the coatings that 
were studied in this work were developed as blood-contacting 
materials, i.e., the coatings would not be exposed to any sort of 
tissue during their application in VAD systems. Nevertheless, 
it was important that the coatings showed antifouling and cell-
repelling properties while not being toxic to (any type of) cells, 
as the adhesion (and subsequent proliferation) of cells from 
the bloodstream to the VAD’s interior could potentially lead to 
major complications.

Cell adhesion and proliferation was assessed by directly 
seeding the cells onto the bare TiO2 substrate and surfaces 1, 2,  
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Figure 4. A) A graphical representation of the cell numbers on the various coatings. The error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean. 
The amount of cells was determined from three images per coating type. B) A graphical representation of the circularity of the cells on the various 
coatings. The circularity was determined from minimal three images per coating type, while analyzing minimal 20 cells per image. For the morphology 
analysis of the A549 and DF-1 cells on surface 2 and on TCPS incubated with lPG-b-OA11 a minimum of five cells per image was analyzed. The error 
bars represents the standard deviation from the mean, n.s. = not significant. *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001. The p-values were calculated utilizing a 
two-tailed t-test under the assumption of equal variance.
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and 3. After 24 h of culturing, the cells were stained with a com-
mercial LIVE/DEAD cell staining kit. Analysis of the stained 
cells was achieved utilizing a fluorescence microscope and the 
Java-based, image-processing program “ImageJ” (the quantifi-
cation process is described in Figure S1 and Section S1.8 in the 
Supporting Information). The adhesion and proliferation of the 
cells were also studied in the presence of high concentrations 
of the dissolved lPG-b-OA11 and HO–PEG–NH2 polymers. For 
this, the A549 and DF-1 cells were cultured on tissue culture 
polystyrene (TCPS) for 24 h. Subsequently, the cell medium 
was exchanged for medium containing dissolved lPG-b-OA11 or 
HO–PEG–NH2 at 10  mg mL−1. After another 24 h of cell cul-
turing, the cells were stained and the cell number, cellular mor-
phology, and overall cell viability were quantified. As a negative 
control, the cells were incubated with normal cell medium on 
TCPS. The morphology of the cells was reported as a norma-
lized shape factor that describes the circularity of the adherent 
cells. Cell circularity is often used as a parameter describing 
the adhesion of cells: fully circular cells (i.e., cells with a shape 
factor of 1) do not adhere, whereas spread-out cells (i.e., cells 
with low shape factors) do adhere to the surface.

On the TCPS control, high cell numbers of both cell types 
were observed in comparison to the other tested substrates 
(Figures  4 and  5 and Table S1, Supporting Information). 
Furthermore, the cells were mainly observed in their spread-
out adherent state (Figures  4 and  5 and Table S1, Supporting 
Information). When the cells were cultured on TPCS in the 
presence of dissolved lPG-b-OA11, a significant reduction in the 

cell number was observed for both the A549 (59% reduction in 
respect to TCPS) and DF-1 cells (78% reduction in respect to 
TCPS) (Figures 4 and 5 and Table S1, Supporting Information). 
Furthermore, the DF-1 cells showed an increased circularity in 
respect to the bare TCPS substrate, which indicated that the 
cells adhered less well to TCPS in the presence of lPG-b-OA11  
(Figures  4 and  5 and Table S1, Supporting Information). The 
A549 cells did only show a minor nonsignificant increase in 
their circularity, indicating that the adhesion of the cells was only 
slightly reduced by the presence of lPG-b-OA11 (Figures 4 and 5 
and Table S1, Supporting Information). When the cell numbers 
of the A549 and DF-1 cells were quantified on TCPS in the pre-
sence of dissolved HO–PEG–NH2, strong reductions in the cell 
numbers of the A549 (59% reduction in respect to TCPS) and 
DF-1 cells (73% reduction in respect to TCPS) were observed. 
However, incubation with HO–PEG–NH2 did not lead to sig-
nificant changes in the cell circularities of both cell types, in 
respect to the bare TCPS substrate (Figures 4 and 5 and Table S1,  
Supporting Information). The observed reductions in the cell 
adhesion were explained by the electrostatic binding of the posi-
tively charged amines of the lPG-b-OA11 and HO–PEG–NH2 
polymers to the negatively charged TCPS surface,[41] which led 
to the formation of a surface hydration layer that functioned 
as a physical barrier for the prevention of cell adhesion.[42] As 
a result, reduced cell numbers were observed for TCPS in the 
presence of dissolved lPG-b-OA11 or HO–PEG–NH2. Further-
more, electrostatic immobilization of lPG-b-OA11 on the TCPS 
substrate led to increased cell circularity for both cell types  

Figure 5. LIVE/DEAD Staining of A549 and DF-1 cells on the various substrates. Alive cells appear in green whereas dead cells appear in red. The scale 
bars represent 50 µm. Incubation of the cells on TCPS showed the normal growth and spreading of live cells, whereas dead cells were observed on 
TCPS that was incubated with medium that contained 1 wt% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). Incubation with lPG-b-OA11 (10 mg mL−1) led to reduced cell 
viability for the DF-1 cells, whereas incubation with the HO–PEG–NH2 (10 mg mL−1) did not affect the cell viability on the TCPS surface. Furthermore, 
no reduced cell viability was observed for the A549 and DF-1 cells on the TiO2 substrate and surfaces 1, 2, and 3.
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(i.e., reduced cell adhesion), which was explained by the anti-
fouling surface properties of the lPG-b-OA11 monolayer.[16b] The 
stability of the lPG-b-OA11 monolayer might have resulted from 
multivalent electrostatic interactions between the amine groups 
of the OA-block of lPG-b-OA11 and the TCPS surface. For the 
TiO2 substrate, a significant reduction in the cell number was 
observed in respect to the bare TCPS substrate for both cell 
types (39% reduction for both cell types) (Figures 4 and 5 and 
Table S1, Supporting Information). Additionally, the circularity 
of the DF-1 cells significantly increased in respect to the TCPS 
substrate. A minor nonsignificant increase in the circularity 
was observed for the A549 cells on TiO2 when compared to 
the TCPS substrate (Figures 4 and 5 and Table S1, Supporting 
Information). For surface 1, a significant increase in the cell 
number of both cell types was observed in respect to TiO2 
(58% increase for the A549 cells and 71% increase for the DF-1 
cells) (Figures 4 and 5 and Table S1, Supporting Information). 
Additionally, the circularity of both cell types clearly increased 
on surface 1 in respect to the bare TiO2 substrate (Figures  4 
and 5 and Table S1, Supporting Information). Although higher 
cell numbers were observed, analysis of the cell morphology 
indicated that the cells adhered less well on surface 1 than on 
the bare TiO2 substrate, which was explained by the increased 
hydrophilic character of surface 1 in comparison to bare TiO2. 
For surface 2, a significant decrease in the cell number of both 
cell types was observed in respect to surface 1 (43% reduc-
tion for the A549 cells and 53% reduction for the DF-1 cells)  
(Figures  4 and  5 and Table S1, Supporting Information). 
Furthermore, the circularity of both cell types increased on sur-
face 2 in respect to surface 1 (Figures 4 and 5 and Table S1, Sup-
porting Information). The circularity observed for surface 2 was 
the highest of all investigated substrates, indicating that surface 
2 was the most effective coating for the prevention of cell adhe-
sion. The nonadhesion of the cells to surface 2 was in line with 
an earlier work by our group, which showed the antifouling 
properties of surface 2.[37] The nonadherent behavior of the cells 
was explained by the formation of a surface hydration layer, 
which formed a physical barrier that effectively prevented the 
adhesion of the A549 and DF-1 cells.[42] For surface 3, a slight 
but nonsignificant decrease in the cell number of both cell 
types was observed in respect to surface 1 (10% reduction for 
the A549 cells and 7% reduction for the DF-1 cells) (Figures 4 
and 5 and Table S1, Supporting Information). Furthermore, the 
circularity of both cell types clearly decreased on surface 3 in 
respect to surface 1, indicating improved adhesion of the cells 
to the surface (Figures 4 and 5 and Table S1, Supporting Infor-
mation). These results were unexpected, as the introduction of 
HO–PEG–NH2 was supposed to introduce antifouling proper-
ties to the surface.[17] These findings were explained by subop-
timal grafting of the HO–PEG–NH2 polymer to surface 1, as a 
result from the use of high molecular weight PEG with a single 
anchoring amine-group.[37,43] As a result, the sufficient forma-
tion of a stable surface hydration layer might have not occurred, 
resulting in the adhesion of the A549 and DF-1 cells.[42] Further 
optimization of surface 3 (e.g., optimization of the chain length 
and surface density of HO–PEG–NH2) might lead to coatings 
with antifouling properties that are superior to those of surface 
3. However, optimization of the PEG-based system was beyond 
the scope of the current investigation.

Next, the cell viability at the surface was investigated via 
LIVE/DEAD cell staining. The total viability of the adherent 
cells was determined by dividing the amount of living cells 
by the total amount of cells that were observed on the sur-
face (Figures  4 and  5 and Table S1, Supporting Information). 
High cell viability (>95%) was observed in all cases. Only for 
the DF-1 cells on TCPS in the presence of dissolved lPG-b-OA11 
(10 mg mL−1) a slightly reduced cell viability (74.1 ± 11.3%) was 
observed (Figure S4, Supporting Information). This observation 
was explained by the presence of free amines in the OA-block 
of lPG-b-OA11. Similar cytotoxic effects have also been observed 
for other amine-containing polymeric structures.[44] However, 
it has to be noticed that lPG-b-OA11 in its bound form (i.e., 
surface 2) did not reduce cell viabilities at the surface for the 
both cell types (Figure S4 and Table S1, Supporting Informa-
tion). Besides, no reduced cell viability was observed for the 
A549 cells on TPCS in the presence of dissolved lPG-b-OA11 
(10 mg mL−1), indicating that the different cell types were not 
equally sensitive to lPG-b-OA11.

4. Cytotoxicity Testing

LIVE/DEAD staining can only quantify toxic effects directly at 
the surface. Therefore, the concentration-dependent cytotoxicity 
of dissolved lPG-b-OA11 and HO–PEG–NH2 was assessed using 
a commercially available cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8), which is a 
sensitive colorimetric assay for the quantification of viable cells. 
The tests were performed by culturing A549 and DF-1 cells for 
24 h on TCPS in cell medium that contained the respective poly-
mers at various concentrations (0.08–10 mg mL−1). Subsequently, 
the cell viability in the medium was quantified (Figure S5,  
Supporting Information). No cytotoxicity (i.e., a cell viability of 
>80%) was observed in case of the A549 cells for lPG-b-OA11 
concentrations up till 5 mg mL−1 (Figure S5, Supporting Infor-
mation). However, clearly reduced cell viability (44.2  ±  3.2%) 
was observed for high lPG-b-OA11 concentrations (10 mg mL−1) 
(Figure S5, Supporting Information). In case of the DF-1 cells, 
no cytotoxicity was observed up till lPG-b-OA11 concentrations 
of 2.5 mg mL−1 (Figure S5, Supporting Information). However, 
a slightly decreased cell viability was observed for the DF-1 cells 
at an lPG-b-OA11 concentration of 5 mg mL−1 (63.0 ± 3.4% via-
bility), and for higher concentrations a further reduction of the 
cell viability was observed (41.4 ± 5.8% viability for lPG-b-OA11 
at 10  mg mL−1) (Figure S5, Supporting Information). Again, 
the reduced cell viability was explained by the presence of free 
amines in the OA-block of lPG-b-OA11.[44] In contrast, HO–
PEG–NH2 did not show any cytotoxicity in both cell types up 
to concentrations of 10  mg mL−1, which was explained by the 
biocompatible character of PEG and the low prevalence of free 
amines in the polymer chains.

An earlier work of our group showed the high stability of sur-
face 2 in both phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (10 × 10−3 m, pH 
7.4) and aqueous sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (1 wt%) for at 
least one month at room temperature.[37] Besides, only relatively 
low concentrations of lPG-b-OA11 are required (i.e., 1 mg mL−1) 
for the creation of surface 2 from surface 1. Therefore, it is 
highly unlikely that surface 2 would release sufficient (if any) 
lPG-b-OA11 to elevate local concentrations of the unbound 
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polymer until a point of cytotoxicity. Additionally, after 24 h of 
cell culturing no cytotoxicity was observed via LIVE/DEAD cell 
staining in case of surface 2 for both cell lines, furthermore 
indicating the biocompatibility of the lPG-b-OA11-functionalized 
MI-dPG coating. The combined cytotoxicity and cell prolifera-
tion/adhesion data showed the biocompatibility of surfaces 1, 
2, and 3 and their constituents to the A549 and DF-1 cells. Fur-
thermore, the cell repelling properties of surface 2 were clearly 
displayed.

4.1. Substrate-Induced Complement Activation

Besides thrombogenicity, blood-related complement activation 
constitutes another important aspect in blood compatibility.[14,45] 
Therefore, the complement activation was assessed by mea-
suring the level of anaphylatoxin C5a in platelet rich plasma 
(PRP) that was exposed to the TiO2 substrate or surfaces 1, 2, 
or 3, using a commercially available enzyme-linked immuno-
sorbent assay (ELISA). The tests were performed with full Ti 
substrates (covered with a natural TiO2-layer), as glass is known 
to trigger the activation of the complement system.[46] Obser-
vations showed slightly lower C5a levels in the PRP-superna-
tant of surface 3 when compared to surface 2, after 2, 3, 4, and  
5 h of incubation. Nevertheless, the C5a levels observed for the 
PRP on surface 2 were similar (or lower) to the levels observed 
for the PRP on TiO2, at t = 3 h (1.50 ± 0.06 ng mL−1 for TiO2 and 
1.45 ± 0.08 ng mL−1 for surface 2), t = 4 h (1.67 ± 0.05 ng mL−1 for 
TiO2 and 1.40 ± 0.06 ng mL−1 for surface 2), and t = 5 h (1.61 ± 
0.08  ng mL−1 for TiO2 and 1.53  ± 0.09  ng mL−1 for surface 2)  
(Table S2 and Figure S6, Supporting Information). When the 
C5a levels at t  = 5 h of the PRP-supernatant of TiO2 and sur-
faces 1, 2, and 3 were compared to PRP in which complement 
activation was triggered by adding zymosan from Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae (positive control), lower C5a-levels were clearly 
observed for all substrates (Table S2 and Figure S6, Supporting 
Information). However, compared to nonactivated PRP (nega-
tive control), all substrates showed a slight elevation of the C5a 
levels (Table S2 and Figure S6, Supporting Information). Still, 
the results showed only minor variation between the C5a levels 
in the PRP-supernatant of TiO2 and surfaces 1, 2, and 3, even 
after 5 h of incubation, indicating that the coatings showed 
similar (or even slightly better) complement compatibility 
as the full Ti substrates (Table S2 and Figure S6, Supporting 
Information).

4.2. Substrate-Induced Platelet Activation

The thrombogenicity of the biomaterials was assessed by inves-
tigating the degree of the platelet deposition on the various sub-
strates and by assessing the morphology of the adherent blood 
platelets by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). As 
whole blood contains many other types of blood cells, the tests 
were performed with PRP, which only contains blood plate-
lets and the soluble blood factors. Platelets change their shape 
from spherical to stellate appearance upon activation (finally 
resulting in the formation of platelet aggregates), which can 
be monitored by means of SEM.[47] Many investigations have 

been focused on biomaterial-induced activation of blood plate-
lets. However, most of these studies did not consider the time-
dependent accumulation of pro-thrombogenic protein on the 
surface of the biomaterial, prior to platelet adhesion and acti-
vation. As the long-term fate of the development such a pro-
tein corona is hard to determine in vitro, the TiO2 substrate 
and surfaces 1, 2, and 3 were incubated with fibrinogen from 
human plasma (Fib) as a pro-thrombogenic agent, prior to the 
platelet adhesion experiments. Fib is considered the main pro-
tein promoting the adhesion of platelets to biomaterials under 
low shear conditions.[48] In this way, the long-term aggregation 
of pro-thrombogenic protein on the various substrates was 
simulated. From now on, the Fib-incubated substrates will be 
referred to as “surface X (Fib),” whereas the non-Fib-incubated 
substrates will be denoted as “surface X” (with X = the TiO2 sub-
strate or surface 1, 2, or 3). Analysis of TiO2 (Fib) and surface 1 
(Fib) clearly showed the formation of large aggregates of acti-
vated platelets after 3 h incubation with PRP at 37 °C (Figure 6). 
In contrast, on surface 2 (Fib) the platelets were mainly found 
in their inactivated spherical shape, which was explained by the 
reduced degradation of Fib as a result of the high presence of  
–OH moieties at the surface.[48] Furthermore, the overall 
number of platelets appeared to be lower on surface 2 (Fib) 
than on the other surfaces. For surface 3 (Fib), the results 
varied, and the platelets were found in both activated and inac-
tivated form. Nevertheless, fewer platelets seemed to appear on 
surface 3 (Fib) than on the TiO2 substrate and surface 1 (Fib). 
The overall number of platelets on the surface is often used 
to indicate the thrombogenicity of the surface.[49] However, in 
this work the platelets merged in their final stage of activation. 
Therefore, exact platelet quantification was challenging (and 
therefore considered inaccurate) when performed by SEM.

4.3. Platelet Adhesion in the Stagnation-Point Flow Model

In order to perform in vitro quantitative monitoring of platelet 
adhesion under variable wall shear conditions, Affeld et  al. 
developed the stagnation-point flow model (Figure S2, Sup-
porting Information).[7b,50] The stagnation-point flow model was 
developed to mimic the blood flow at the bifurcations of larger 
blood vessels, and therefore it assesses the adhesion of platelets 
under clinically relevant wall shear rates. The stagnation-point 
flow model enables visualization of platelet adhesion at wall 
shear stresses from 0 to 180 1 s−1 in a single measurement, by 
using a custom-made flow chamber, a fluorescence-inverted 
microscope, and blood containing fluorescently labeled platelets 
(Figure 7). To investigate platelet adhesion to the TiO2 substrate 
and surfaces 1, 2, and 3 in the stagnation-point flow model, glass 
cover slips were coated with a transparent TiO2 layer by means 
of PVD (see Section S1.2. in the Supporting Information). Subse-
quently, these cover slips were functionalized to give surfaces 1, 
2, and 3, respectively. Collagen-coated glass substrates were used 
as positive control to confirm the clotting ability of the blood. 
Besides, coverslips that were spin-coated with poly urethane 
(PU) or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) were tested as medically 
relevant reference materials.[51] Substrates within one sequence, 
(i.e., TiO2, PU, PDMS, collagen, and surfaces 1, 2, and 3),  
were always performed with blood originating from the same 
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donor, ensuring that the observations resulted from the different 
coating types, rather than from donor-related blood variations. 
In total, nine sequences were performed, i.e., every substrate 
was tested with blood from nine different donors. Furthermore, 
the order in which the substrates were measured was varied 
in such a manner, that it was ensured that the observations 
resulted from the coating’s surface properties, rather than from 
time-dependent alterations of the blood. Although large varia-
tions are common in platelet adhesion experiments,[7b] a clear 
reduction in platelet adhesion was observed from collagen (the 

adhesion to collagen was set to 100%) > PDMS (93.4  ± 11.0% 
adhesion respective to collagen) >PU (80.9  ± 17.2% adhesion 
respective to collagen) > surface 3 (71.3  ± 22.7% adhesion 
respective to collagen) > TiO2 (60.0 ± 27.0% adhesion respective 
to collagen) > surface 1 (34.7 ± 16.7% adhesion respective to col-
lagen) > surface 2 (13.6 ± 8.2% adhesion respective to collagen) 
(Figure  7 and Table S3, Supporting Information). The highest 
surface coverage was observed for collagen, which was explained 
by the high affinity of the platelets’ collagen receptors to the col-
lagen substrate.[52] High platelet adsorption was also observed 

Figure 6. A) SEM images of the TiO2 substrate (Fib), and surfaces 1 (Fib), 2 (Fib), and 3 (Fib) after incubation with PRP, at an enlargement of 1500×.  
B) SEM images of the same surfaces at an enlargement of 3500×. Strong activation and platelet spreading was observed on the TiO2 substrate (Fib) 
and surface 1 (Fib). Surface 2 (Fib) showed almost no adhesion of platelets. Additionally, the settled platelets were mainly found in their inactive, 
spherical state. On surface 3 (Fib), fewer platelets were observed than on the TiO2 substrate (Fib) and surface 1 (Fib). Nevertheless, the number of 
platelets seemed higher for surface 3 (Fib) than for surface 2 (Fib). Furthermore, many of the platelets observed on surface 3 (Fib) appeared in their 
activated morphology.
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for the PDMS spin-coated substrate, which was explained by the 
hydrophobic character of this surface.[48,53] Interestingly, TiO2 
substrate seemed to perform well at first sight. However, single-
dispersed platelets were always observed at t = 240 s (Figure 7). 

When compared to the TiO2 substrate, higher surface coverage 
was observed for the PU substrate, which was explained by 
the more hydrophobic character of PU when compared to the 
TiO2 substrate.[48,53] Surface 1 showed a significant reduction of 

Figure 7. A) A computational fluid dynamics simulation of the flow within the stagnation-point flow model’s flow module. Whole blood is led over 
the surface via the inlet at the center of the flow module. The blood leaves the system via the outlet at the edge of the flow module. For a more 
elaborate explanation of the flow module the reader is referred to Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. B) The holder for the flow module on top 
of the fluorescence microscope. The flow module is placed in the circle-structure. C) Graphical representation of the relative platelet adhesion in the 
stagnation-point flow model at t = 180 s. All values shown are relative to the adhesion observed for the collagen positive control (i.e., the adhesion to 
collagen was set to 100%). The results showed that surface 2 clearly suppressed the adhesion of blood platelets. The error bars represent the standard 
deviation from the mean. All measurements were performed with n = 9, ǂn = 8. The p-values were calculated using a two-tailed t-test while assuming 
unequal variance. D) The fluorescence images obtained from the stagnation-point flow model for the TiO2 substrate and surfaces 1, 2, and 3 at various 
time points. Additionally, PU and PDMS were also included in the measurements.
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platelet adhesion in comparison to TiO2, which was in line with 
the increased hydrophilic character of the surface.[48,53] Surface 2 
clearly showed the best platelet-repelling properties of all tested 
substrates, which was explained by the formation of a tightly 
bound surface water layer that prevented the adhesion of pro-
coagulant protein (i.e., Fib and/or von Willebrand factor).[42] 
Surprisingly, surface 3 showed a relatively high surface coverage 
with platelets, which potentially resulted from a suboptimal 
PEG grafting density as a consequence of monovalent grafting 
of the PEG chains and the use of high molecular weight PEG 
(Figure 7). However, it is expected that optimization of the PEG-
chain density on the MI-dPG coating will lead to surfaces that 
show better antifouling properties than surface 3.[17,43]

4.4. Coating Applicability in VADs

To study the applicability of surface 1 on complex 3-dimen-
sional substrates such as VADs, fluorescence studies of surface 
1 postfunctionalized with a commercially available amine-func-
tionalized fluorophore (tetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA)-amine 
(5-isomer)) were performed on a prototype VAD that was pro-
vided by Berlin Heart GmbH (Berlin, Germany) (Figure  8). 
Optimization of the TAMRA-amine post-functionalization was 
performed prior to the coating procedure (Figure S3, Sup-
porting Information), in order to prevent false positives in the 
absence of the MI-dPG coating.

Fluorescence studies showed that the VAD prototype was suc-
cessfully coated under low rotational speed (90 rotations min−1) 
(Figure  9). However, the fluorescence seemed more apparent 
at the edges of the rotor blade. These results were explained 
by the rotation of the rotor blade during the coating pro-
cess, which might have led to a locally enhanced transport of 
MI-dPG and TAMRA-amine to the surface. To obtain a more 
homogenous distribution of the coating, the functionalization 
of the rotor blade was performed again under static conditions 
(i.e., dip coating). However, the fluorescence measurements 
showed similar results after introduction of the fluorophore 
to the MI-dPG coating. This observation was explained by the 
scattering of the incident light by the rounded shapes of the 
rotor blade. The results illustrated the limitations of fluore-
scence spectroscopy as a method for the control of the coating’s 
quality. However, the combined results showed the suitability 

of surface 1 in the on-line coating of VADs, i.e., the complete 
blood-contacting surface of a VAD was coated with MI-dPG 
under flow conditions, despite the aggregation and precipita-
tion mechanism that underlies the formation of the MI-dPG 
coating.[37a] Based on an earlier study by our group, the fur-
ther functionalization of surface 1 with lPG-b-OA11 will lead 
to the formation of a highly stable protein- and cell-repelling 
surface within the VAD system.[37] Furthermore, the current 
study clearly showed the in vitro effectiveness of surface 2 in 
the reduction of platelet activation and adhesion under static 
and flow conditions. Therefore, surface 2 shows the potential 
to reduce biomaterial- and shear-induced thrombosis in VAD 
systems and other blood-contacting materials.

5. Conclusions

In the current work, the cell and platelet repelling properties 
of MI-dPG and MI-dPG post-functionalized with lPG-b-OA11 or 
HO–PEG–NH2 were investigated, in order to prove the appli-
cability of the various coatings to prevent biomaterial- and 
shear-induced thrombosis in continuous-flow ventricular assist 
devices. When the adhesion and proliferation of adenocarci-
nomic human alveolar basal epithelial cells and chicken fibro-
blast cells were studied on the various substrates by fluorescent 
staining of the live and dead cells, it was clearly observed 
that the MI-dPG coating post-functionalized with lPG-b-OA11 
outperformed all other systems considering the rejection of 
cellular adhesion. These findings were in line with an earlier 
work by our group, which showed the protein and cell-repelling 
properties of the lPG-b-OA11-functionalized MI-dPG coating. 
High viabilities (>95%) were observed for all coating types. Sub-
sequently, the cytotoxicity of the dissolved lPG-b-OA11 and HO–
PEG–NH2 polymers towards human alveolar basal epithelial 
cells and chicken fibroblast cells was investigated in cell culture 
based experiments, in order to simulate leaching-induced cyto-
toxicity of these (water soluble) polymers. For the lPG-b-OA11 
polymer no cytotoxicity was observed until 5  mg mL−1 and 
2.5 mg mL−1 for the A549 and the DF-1 cells, respectively. For 
HO–PEG–NH2, no cytotoxicity was observed until 10 mg mL−1 
for both cell lines. It is important to notice that leaching of HO–
PEG–NH2 and lPG-b-OA11 was not expected, based on the sta-
bility data presented in an earlier work of our group.[37] Human 

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the functionalization of surface 1 with TAMRA-amine.
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alveolar basal epithelial cells and chicken fibroblast cells were 
used in the current study, in order to show the biocompati-
bility of the tested coatings and their respective constituents 
to a broad range of cell types. Furthermore, the proliferation 
and adhesion of medically more relevant human umbilical  
vein endothelial cells on the various coatings were already 
investigated in an earlier study by our group.[37] It is important 
to notice, that in their aimed application, the coatings would 
not get into contact with any type of tissue (i.e., the coatings 
were developed as blood-contacting materials for the interior of 
VADs). Nevertheless, it was important that the coatings would 
reject cellular adhesion without being toxic to cells, as the adhe-
sion and subsequent proliferation of cells from the bloodstream 
to the blood-contacting surface of the VAD could potentially 
lead to major complications.

When the substrate-induced activation of the complement 
system was analyzed by measuring the C5a levels in platelet 
rich plasma that had been incubated with the various coat-
ings, no clear increase of C5a was observed in comparison 
to the bare TiO2 substrate. Platelet activation tests at near 
static conditions showed a strong activation of platelets on 
the fibrinogen-incubated TiO2 and MI-dPG surfaces. Less 
platelet activation was observed on (fibrinogen-incubated) 

MI-dPG post-functionalized with monovalent PEG, and 
almost no activation was seen on (fibrinogen-incubated) 
MI-dPG that was post-functionalized lPG-b-OA11. When 
platelet adhesion from whole blood was investigated in 
the stagnation-point flow model under defined low shear-
rates (0–180 1 s−1), high platelet adhesion was observed for 
the collagen-, PDMS-, PU-, and the TiO2 substrates. The 
introduction of the MI-dPG coating significantly reduced the 
number of adherent platelets. The lowest number of plate-
lets was clearly observed on MI-dPG post-functionalized with 
lPG-b-OA11. The low adhesion to the lPG-b-OA11 postfunc-
tionalized MI-dPG coating was explained by the formation 
of a surface hydration layer that effectively formed a barrier 
layer that prevented platelet adhesion.[42] Strong adhesion of 
blood platelets was observed for MI-dPG post-functionalized 
with HO–PEG–NH2, which most likely resulted from the use 
of a high molecular weight PEG and a suboptimal monova-
lent grafting of the linear polymer.[17,37,43] Finally, a VAD was 
coated with MI-dPG using a circulation system that allowed 
for the adhesion of MI-dPG while the pump was running 
at lower rotational speed. Subsequent visualization of the 
coating was achieved by the post-functionalization of the 
MI-dPG coating with a commercially available fluorophore. 

Figure 9. The VAD was MI-dPG coated under flow conditions and subsequently functionalized with TAMRA-amine at 10 µg mL−1. A) The picture shows 
the top plate of the coated VAD prototype. The illuminated channel represents the blood outlet of the VAD. B) The rotor blade of the dynamically 
coated VAD, showing local variations in the fluorescence intensity. C) The body of the VAD. The top plate shown in (A) is placed on top of this body 
to close the VAD, whereas the rotor blade shown in (B) is placed in the illuminated channel shown in (C). It was clearly observed that the blood outlet 
was successfully coated (right top of (C)). The VAD chamber showed bright fluorescence, which resulted from the TAMRA-amine functionalization of 
the MI-dPG coating in the VAD. D) The dip-coated rotor blade after TAMRA-amine functionalization. The fluorescence appeared almost equal to the 
fluorescence that was observed for the rotor blade that was coated with MI-dPG under flow conditions.
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The fluorescence data showed the successful coating of the 
whole interior of the VAD.

To summarize: the combined results clearly indicated that 
the MI-dPG coating post-functionalized with lPG-b-OA11 
showed better antifouling surface properties than TiO2, 
MI-dPG, and the MI-dPG coating that was post-functionalized 
with HO–PEG–NH2. Furthermore, no cytotoxicity and obvious 
complement activation were observed for any of the coatings 
that were topic of the current study. The lPG-b-OA11 function-
alized MI-dPG coating successfully prevented the activation of 
blood platelets under static conditions, and furthermore pre-
vented the adhesion of activated blood platelets under medi-
cally relevant flow conditions. Additionally, MI-dPG was used to 
successfully coat a VAD under flow conditions. The combined 
results identify the lPG-b-OA11 functionalized MI-dPG coating 
as a promising material for the effective reduction of surface 
blood clots in 3-dimensional, blood-contacting implant devices 
such as continuous-flow VADs.

6. Experimental Section
All materials and methods can be found in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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